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Abstract- The choice between tile fixed aud raudom dfed5
model for pl'O'fidiDg am o'Ytl'd mda auIysis edimate iB
continuous data may affect tile accuracy of tllese estimates.
For studies witIt complete iDformatio., tile Cochrane's Q-test
could provide some guide on tile choice. although the power of
this test is quite low. If tile study- level standard deviations
~SDs) an ROt cOlllpletdy reported ... "'missiRg"', sekdioIl ..
meta aualysis model should be dOJle witIt more cautio.. Mauy
studies suggest that imputation is a good way of recovering the
lost information in the effect size estimate aud the
corresponding standard error. lD this article, we compare
empirically,. the effeds of imputatioa ofthe missing SDs 011 the
overaB meta analysis estimates based on both the fixed and
random effett modeL Tile results saggest imputation is
recommended to estimate tile overall effett size. However, to
estimate its corresponding staDdard error (SE), imputation is
recommended for tile estimates based 08 the random effed
model Ifthe fixed eft'ert model is used. impDtation may lead
to bias estimates ofthe SE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A meta analysis is a s1atistical techniques for integrating
quanti1ative results of the same research question from
several sources. Theoretically, combining the results from
multiple trials should enhance the precision and accuracy of
any pooled results. In practice however, there are a number
of potential problems that may affect the validity of such
results. One widely debated controversy related to meta
analysis concerned the choicebetween the fixed and random
effects model for providing an overall estimate ofthe effect
size [l]. When the difference in the effect sizes across the
studies is due only to sampling error, they are considered
homogeneous, and this source of variation can be
accommodated in meta analysis by using the fixed effect
model However, if the variability in the effect size
estimates exceeds those from sampling error alone, and the
variation may be attributed to systematic differences
between studies, a random effects model which takes into
account the unexplained heterogeneity as the variation of
individual study effects around a population average effect
would be more appropriate.

The most common melhod of assessing 1be presence of
heterogeneity is to cany out a simple X2-test based on the
magnitude ofthe Coclmme Q-s1atistics defined by

which is a weighted sum ofsquares of the deviations of the

individual study estimates Yi from the overall estimate O.
The weight Wi is the inverse of the variance of study i
Wi = V(~S Large values ofQsuggest high variation in the

effects across studies, thus the random effects model would
be preferable over the fixed effects model. However, it was
suggested that the power of this test is quite low especially
in the case ofsparse data (2). Thus decisions based solely on
this test are not :recommended. Other factors such as the
clinical aspect ofa study should be taken into consideration.

Another common problem with meta analysis and
systematic reviews is that when variability measures,
particularly the s1andaJd deviations (SDs), are not reported
in the published .report of the trials. A popular approach in
handling this problem is· through imputation of the missing
SDs [3J. Earlier studies which examined the effects of
imputing the missing SDs on the overall meta analysis
estimates [4,5,6] concludes that imputation recovers most of
the lost information in the estimate of effect size and the
corresponding SE. These studies however did not look at
the effect ofthe model used to estimate 1he effect size and
the corresponding SE.

In this article, we investigate and compare, empirically,
the effects imputing the missing SDs and the choice ofmeta
analysis model on the overall meta analysis estimates. We
used meta analysis estimates based on the fixed and random
effect models obtained from three se1s of simulated data,
namely, (1) complete data - where the all studies are assume
to report the SDs (2) the iocomp1ete data - where stndies
with missing SDs were excluded (3) the imputed data 
where the missing SDs were imputed, and the studies with
imputed SDs are included in the analysis. The effect
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